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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to develop four innovative linearization formulas for
some nonsymmetric Jacobi polynomials. This means that we ﬁnd the coeﬃcients of
the products of Jacobi polynomials of certain parameters. In general, these
coeﬃcients are expressed in terms of certain hypergeometric functions of the unit
argument. We employ some symbolic algebraic computations such as the algorithms
of Zeilberger, Petkovsek and van Hoeij for reducing such coeﬃcients. Moreover, and
based on a certain Whipple transformation, two new closed formulas for summing
certain terminating hypergeometric functions of the unit argument are deduced.
New formulas for some deﬁnite integrals are given with the aid of the derived
linearization formulas.
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1 Introduction
The general linearization problem consists of ﬁnding the coeﬃcientsGi,j,k in the expansion
of the product of two polynomials Ai(x) and Bj(x) in terms of an arbitrary sequence of





An important particular case of problem () is the standard linearization or Clebsch-
Gordan-type problem, which consists of ﬁnding the coeﬃcients Li,j,k in the expansion of





Linearization problems appear in several applications. For example, the special case in
which i = j in the standard linearization formula () is very useful when evaluating the
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logarithmic potentials of orthogonal polynomials appearing in the calculation of the posi-
tion and momentum information entropies of quantum systems (see Dehesa et al. [] and
Tcheutia []).
The linearization problem is of both old and recent interest. For example, a very long
time ago, Ferrers [] and Adams [] have found the linearization formula for the Legendre
polynomials Pn(x). This linearization formula was generalized by Hylleraas []. He ob-
tained Dougall’s linearization formula for the ultraspherical polynomials. The basic idea
behind obtaining such formula is obtaining a recurrence relation satisﬁed by the lineariza-
tion coeﬃcients, and then solving it. The standard linearization problem associated to
Jacobi polynomials and to establish the conditions of nonnegativity of the linearization
coeﬃcients has been extensively studied by many authors (see, for instance, Askey and
Gasper [], Gasper [, ], Rahman [], andChaggara andKoepf []). The linearization co-
eﬃcients are often expressed in terms of certain hypergeometric functions. Recently, Doha
and Abd-Elhameed in [] have established new linearization formulas for the products
of the two nonsymmetric classes of Jacobi polynomials called ‘Chebyshev polynomials of
the third and fourth kinds’. Also, Abd-Elhameed in [] and Abd-Elhameed et al. in []
have introduced new product and linearization formulas for Jacobi polynomials of cer-
tain parameters. Moreover, Tcheutia [] has discussed, in his interesting PhD thesis, the
problems of connection, linearization, and duplication coeﬃcients of classical orthogonal
polynomials. There are some other articles concerning the connection and linearization
formulas for various orthogonal polynomials (see, for instance, [–]).
Themain objective of this article is to establish new linearization formulas for the prod-
uct of two nonsymmetric Jacobi polynomials. Another objective is to introduce some ap-
plications based on the developed linearization formulas and their related hypergeometric
functions. As far as we know, all the derived and deduced formulas are completely new
and cannot be found in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to presenting
some properties of the classical Jacobi polynomials. In Section , some new reduction for-
mulas for the linearization coeﬃcients of some Jacobi polynomials are derivedwith the aid
of employing some symbolic algebraic computation such as the algorithms of Zeilberger,
Petkovsek and vanHoeij, hence four new linearization formulas for products of some non-
symmetric Jacobi polynomials are also given in this section. Finally, Section  is devoted
to presenting two applications to the developed linearization formulas and their related
hypergeometric functions.
2 Some properties of classical Jacobi polynomials
The classical Jacobi polynomials associated with the real parameters (γ > –, δ > –) (see
Abramowich and Stegun [], Andrews et al. [] and Rainville []) are a sequence of
polynomials P(γ ,δ)n (x), x ∈ [–, ] (n = , , , . . .), each respectively of degree n. For our
present purposes, it is more convenient to use the normalized Jacobi polynomials which
were introduced by Rahman [] and used in [],
R(γ ,δ)n (x) =
P(γ ,δ)n (x)
P(γ ,δ)n ()
= n!(γ + )n
P(γ ,δ)n (x) = F
(
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which satisfy the following orthogonality relation:
∫ 
–




, m = n,




γ+δ+n!(n + δ + )[(γ + )]
(n + γ + δ + )(n + γ + δ + )(n + γ + ) . ()
The deﬁnition in () enables one to write the six special polynomials of the general Jacobi
polynomials as follows:




















Pn(x) = R(,)n (x),
where C(α)n (x), Tn(x), Un(x), Vn(x), Wn(x), and Pn(x) are the ultraspherical polynomials,
Chebyshev polynomials of the ﬁrst, second, third, and fourth kinds, and Legendre poly-
nomials, respectively.
The following identity is also of interest:
R(γ ,δ)n (–x) =
(–)n(γ + )(n + δ + )
(δ + )(n + γ + ) R
(δ,γ )
n (x). ()
For more properties on Jacobi polynomials and their special polynomials, one is referred
to the important books of Andrews et al. [] and Mason and Handscomb [].
3 Linearization formulas for the product of some nonsymmetric Jacobi
polynomials
This section is devoted to establishing new linearization formulas for some products of
Jacobi polynomials of certain parameters. The basic idea behind obtaining the new de-
rived formulas is based on reducing the linearization coeﬃcients of Jacobi polynomials
which were obtained by Rahman [] with the aid of employing some symbolic algebraic
algorithms such as the algorithms of Zeilberger, Petkovsek and van Hoeij.
3.1 Linearization formulas for Jacobi polynomials
There are several formulas linearizing the products of Jacobi polynomials. The authors in
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and they proved that the linearization coeﬃcients Lij(k) can be given explicitly by the for-
mula
Lij(i + j – k) =
(α + )i+j(α + β + (i + j – k) + )(α + β + )i+j–k
(α + )i+j–k(α + β + )(i+j)–k+
× (–)
k(i + j)!(δ + λ + )i(γ +μ + )j
i!j!k!(δ + λ + )i(γ +μ + )j
× F::
(
–k, –α – β – (i + j) + k – : – i, –λ – i; –j; –μ – j;




where the notation F:: denotes the Kampé de Fériet function, which is represented as
a double hypergeometric function. With respect to the coeﬃcients Lij(k), it is not easy to
give reduction formulas for them even for special choices of the involved parameters in ().
Moreover, the authors in [] used the Gasper reduction formula in [] for establishing
the following new expression for the linearization coeﬃcients for the case corresponding
to the choices α = μ + λ, β = δ + γ :
Lij(i + j – k) =
(α + )i+j(α + β + (i + j – k) + )(α + β + )i+j–k
(α + )i+j–k(α + β + )(i+j)–k+
× (i + j)!(δ + λ + )i(γ +μ + )j(–i – δ – λ)ki!j!k!(δ + λ + )i(γ +μ + )j(–j –μ – γ )k
× F
(
–k, –i, –γ – δ – i – j + k – λ –μ – 





–k, –i – λ, –γ – δ – i – j + k – λ –μ – 




Also, Rahman in [] has developed another linearization formula for the Jacobi polyno-
mials. This formula is expressed in terms of a terminating hypergeometric function of the
type F(), and it is explicitly stated in the following theorem.









j!(γ + )(j – i +  + γ + δ + )
(j – i)!!(j + γ + δ + )
× (j – i +  + γ + )(δ + j + )(i + γ + δ + )(j – i +  + γ + δ + )




(–)r( + j – i + γ + δ + )r
r!(j + γ + δ + )r
× F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – δ
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It is worthy to note here that although the hypergeometric function F() that appears
in () is balanced, it cannot be summed in a closed form except for special choices of
its parameters. Doha and Abd-Elhameed in [] have developed two reduction formulas
for the F() in () for the two cases corresponding to γ = –δ =  and γ = –δ =
–
 , and
consequently they deduced two new linearization formulas for products of Chebyshev
polynomials of third and fourth kinds. In this paper, we aim to give some new linearization
formulas for products of some nonsymmetric Jacobi polynomials for certain choices of
their parameters. In fact, our strategy to derive such formulas can be summarized in the
following items:
. Finding a closed form for the hypergeometric function which appears in (). This
can be performed through the following two stages:
• Deducing the recurrence relation satisﬁed by the terminating F() in (). For
this purpose, the celebrated algorithm of Zeilberger (see, for instance, Koepf
[]) can be employed. More precisely, Maple software is used via the
‘sumrecursion command’.
• Solving the resulted recurrence relation via any suitable computer algebra
algorithm. The algorithm of Petkovsek (see Koepf []), or the improved one of
van Hoeij [], can be used. In addition, the package in Maple software called
‘LREtools[hypergeomsols]’ may be used for this purpose.
. Substituting the F() by its reduced form in (). The resulting sum is reduced by
following similar procedures to the ones mentioned in the ﬁrst item.
. Performing some algebraic computation in order to obtain the desired linearization
coeﬃcients in a simple form, and hence the linearization formulas can be obtained.
In this respect, the linearization coeﬃcients Li,j, in () can be given in reduced forms for
the special choices of α and β . In the following, we will show that Li,j, can be written in a
reduced form for the four cases corresponding to the following choices:
(i) γ = – , δ =

 , (ii) γ =

 , δ =

 ,
(iii) γ =  , δ =
–
 , (iv) γ =

 , δ =

 .









In order to proceed according to the strategy explained in Section ., the following two
lemmas are essential.
Lemma  For all r, i, j ∈ Z≥ and r ≤ i + , one has
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 
j – i + , j – i +  , –i – 
∣∣∣∣ 
)
= (i(j + ) + j – r + )(j – i)!(j + r + )!(i + )(j + )!(j – i + r)! . ()
Proof First, we set
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 
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then making use of the celebrated algorithm of Zeilberger (see, for instance, Koepf []),
and in particular via the ‘sumrecursion command’ inMaple software, it can be shown that
the following recurrence relation of order two is satisﬁed by Ai,j,r :
(r – )(j + r + )Ai,j,r– +
(
ij + ri – jr – r + i + j + r + 
)
Ai,j,r–
+ (i – j – r)(–r +  + i)Ai,j,r = , ()
with the initial values
Ai,j, = , Ai,j, =
–(ij + i + j + )
( + i)(– + i – j) .
This recurrence relation can be explicitly solved through Petkovsek’s algorithm (see Koepf
[]), or through the improved version of van Hoeij [], to give
Ai,j,r =
(i(j + ) + j – r + )(j – i)!(j + r + )!
(i + )(j + )!(j – i + r)! . ()

Lemma  ∀j, r, ∈ Z≥, one has
∑
r=
(i(j + ) + j – r + )(–)r(–i + j +  + r + )!
r!(–i + j + r)!
= (–)+( + )!( – i – )(j +  + )( – i + j + ).
Proof Let us denote
∑
r=
(i(j + ) + j – r + )(–)r(–i + j +  + r + )!
r!(–i + j + r)! = Bi,j,.
If Zeilberger’s algorithm is employed, then one can see that Bi,j, satisﬁes the following
recurrence relation of order one:
( + )( + j + )( – i – )( – i + j + )Bi,j,–
+ ( + j + )( – i – )(–i + j + )Bi,j, = ,
with the initial value
Bi,j, = –(ij + i + j + )(– + i – j),
which can be immediately solved to give
Bi,j, = (–)+( + )!( – i – )(j +  + )( – i + j + ).
Now, based onTheorem  andLemmas  and , we give the following linearization formula
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= (i + )(j + )
i∑
=
(–)+( + )( – i – )( + j + )( – i + j + )( – i + j + )
( – i + j + )( – i + j + )
× R(–  ,  )j–i+ (x). ()
Proof If we substitute γ = –  and δ =


















j–i+ (x), j ≥ i, ()
where
Li,j, =
(i + )(j + )(–i + j +  + )(–i + j +  + )!




(–)r(–i + j +  + )r
r!(j + )r 
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 




Now, the application of Lemma  enables one to express explicitly the linearization coef-
ﬁcients Li,j, as
Li,j, =
(i + )(j + )(–i + j +  + )(–i + j +  + )!




(–)r(–i + j +  + )r
r!(j + )r
(i(j + ) + j – r + )(j – i)!(j + r + )!
(i + )(j + )!(j – i + r)! , ()
which can be simpliﬁed again to take the form
Li,j, =
(–i + j +  + )




(i(j + ) + j – r + )(–)r(–i + j +  + r + )!
r!(–i + j + r)! .












= (i + )(j + )
i∑
=
(–)+( + )( – i – )( + j + )( – i + j + )( – i + j + )
( – i + j + )( – i + j + )
× R(–  ,  )j–i+ (x),
and therefore the proof of Theorem  is completed. 
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In this section, we follow the steps explained in the strategy mentioned in Section ..
In detail, we show that the F() which appears in () can be reduced for the choice
corresponding to γ =  , δ =











j (x) can be obtained. For this purpose, the following two lemmas are needed.
Lemma  For all r, i, j ∈ Z≥ and r ≤ i + , one has
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 
j – i + , j – i +  ,–i – 
∣∣∣∣ 
)
= (r – (i + )(j + ))(j – i + )!(j + r + )!(i + )(j + )!(i – j – r – )(j – i + r)! . ()
Proof If we set
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 




then with the aid Zeilberger’s algorithm, Si,j,r , satisﬁes the following recurrence relation:
(r – )(r + j + )(i – j – r + )Si,j,r– + 
(
ij + ri – jr – r + i + j + r + 
)
× (–r – j + i + )Si,j,r– + (–r – j + i)(–r + i + )(–r – j + i – )Si,j,r
= , ()
with the initial values
Si,j, = , Si,j, =
–(ij + i + j + )
( + i)(–j + i – ) ,
which can be solved exactly with the aid of the any suitable computer algebra algorithm
such the algorithms of Petkovsek and van Hoeij (see Koepf [] and van Hoeij []), to
give
Si,j,r =
(r – (i + )(j + ))(j – i + )!(j + r + )!
(i + )(j + )!(i – j – r – )(j – i + r)! . 
Lemma  ∀j, r, ∈ Z≥, one has
∑
r=
(ij + i + j – r + )(–)r(–i + j +  + )r






(+)(–i+j++)! , if  even,
(+)!(–i+–)(j++)
(–i+j++)(–i+j+)! , if  odd.




























( + )( – i – )(j +  + )(i – j –  – ), if  even,
( + )(i –  + )(j +  + )(i – j –  – ), if  odd.
()
Proof If we substitute by γ =  and δ =


















j–i+ (x), j ≥ i,
where
Li,j, =
(–i + j +  + )!




(–)r(–i + j +  + )r
r!(j + )r 
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 




Making use of Lemma  enables one to reduce the linearization coeﬃcients Li,j, in () to
take the form
Li,j, =
(–i + j +  + )!




(ij + i + j – r + )(–)r(–i + j +  + )r
r!(–i + j + r + )(–i + j + r)! , ()
which can be converted with the application of Lemma  into the more simpliﬁed form
Li,j, =






( + )( – i – )(j +  + )(i – j –  – ), if  even,
( + )(i –  + )(j +  + )(i – j –  – ), if  odd,
()
and this completes the proof of Theorem . 
3.4 Other two linearization formulas for some Jacobi polynomials
Based on relation (), and if x is replaced by (–x) in the two linearization formulas ()
















































( + )(i –  + )(j +  + )(i – j –  – )(i – j –  – ), if  even,
( + )( – i – )(j +  + )(i – j –  – )(i – j –  – ), if  odd.
4 Two applications to the derived linearization formulas and their related
hypergeometric functions
In this section we present two applications to the developed linearization formulas and
their related hypergeometric functions. In the ﬁrst application, four new formulas for def-
inite integrals involving three products of Jacobi polynomials of certain parameters are
given, while in the second, and based on a certain Whipple transformation, two new re-
duction formulas for certain hypergeometric functions of the type F() are deduced.
4.1 New closed formulas for four deﬁnite integrals
In this subsection, and based on the four developed linearization formulas (), (), (),
and (), new formulas for four integrals involving products of nonsymmetric Jacobi poly-
nomials can be deduced. The results are given in the following two corollaries.



















i+j+m+(i – j –m – )(i + j –m + )(i + j +m + )(i + j +m + )






















(–i + j +m + )(i + j –m + )
× (i – j +m + )(i + j +m + ), if (i + j +m) even,
(i – j –m – )(i + j –m + )(i – j +m + )
× (i + j +m + ), if (i + j +m) odd.
()


















= π (–i + j +m + )(i + j –m + )(i – j +m + )(i + j +m + )(i + )(i + )(i + )(j + )(j + )(j + )(m + )(m + )(m + ) , ()

























(–i + j +m + )(i + j –m + )
× (i – j +m + )(i + j +m + ), if (i + j +m) even,
(i – j –m – )(i + j –m + )
× (i – j +m + )(i + j +m + ), if (i + j +m) odd.
()







If we multiply both sides of () by ( – x)γ ( + x)δR(γ ,δ)m (x), and integrate over the interval
(–, ), then we get
∫ –
–
( – x)γ ( + x)δR(γ ,δ)i (x)R
(γ ,δ)







( – x)γ ( + x)δR(γ ,δ)m (x)R
(γ ,δ)
j–i+(x)dx.
Making use of the orthogonality relation (), it is easy to show that
∫ –
–
( – x)γ ( + x)δR(γ ,δ)i (x)R
(γ ,δ)
j (x)R(γ ,δ)m (x)dx = Li,j,m+i–jh(γ ,δ)m , ()
where the linearization coeﬃcients Li,j, are as given in (), and h(γ ,δ)m is given by (). The
results of Corollaries  and  can be obtained if the linearization coeﬃcients Li,j, are sub-
stituted by their reduced forms for the four cases corresponding to the following choices:
(i) γ = – , δ =

 , (ii) γ =

 , δ =

 ,
(iii) γ =  , δ =
–
 , (iv) γ =

 , δ =

 . 
4.2 Reduction formulas for certain hypergeometric functions of unit argument
This subsection is interested in introducing two new reduction formulas for summing
two terminating hypergeometric series. These reduction formulas can be obtained with
the aid of Whipple’s transformation stated in the following theorem.







= (e – a)r(f – a)r(e)r(f )r 
F
(
–r,a,d – b,d – c




where –r + a + b + c +  = d + e + f .
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Now, we state and prove the following theorem.
Theorem  For any positive integer r, the following two reduction formulas hold:
F
(
–r, j + , j +  ,–i + j + r + 




(j – i)!(j + r + )!(ij + i + j – r + )(–i – )r(–i + j +  )r





–r, j + , j +  ,–i + j + r + 




(–i + j + )!(j + r + )!(–ij – i – j + r – )(–(i + ))r(–i + j +  )r
(i + )(j + )!(i – j – r – )(–j – r – )r(–i + j + r)!(i – j – r +  )r
. ()




–r, j + , j +  ,–i + j + r + 




(–i – )r(–i + j +  )r
(–j – r – )r(i – j – r –  )r
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 







–r, j + , j +  ,–i + j + r + 




(–(i + ))r(–i + j +  )r
(–j – r – )r(i – j – r +  )r
F
(
–r, r + j – i + ,–i, –i – 




The two reduction formulas () and () can be deduced from the application of Lem-
mas  and  on the right-hand sides of the two transformation formulas () and (). 
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